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"TakeTHE BIG IMPORTANT SURVEY!
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Take the CAMPUS CLIMATE SURVEY
January 20 —February 6, 2015
https://rankinsurveys2.com/seattleu
PRIZES!
• One term of on-campus parking
• Campus Store gift cards
• Receive a limited edition sticker when you complete the survey
For questions regarding the survey, contact the Climate Study Working Group co-chairs,
Monica Nixon (mnixon@seattleu.edu, 206.296.6077) and Gabriella Gutierrez y Muhs
(gutierg@seattleu.edu, 206.296.6353)



























ODINE AROUND THE WORLD WITHOUTLEAVING SEATTLE
o BERTHA IS A BUST
©CHIPS AND CHARLESTON AT THETHEMED CASINO NIGHT
©YOURS IN ART WANTS YOU (IN THEIRNEXT ZINE)
©REDHAWKS KNOCK DOWN THE ROOSIN LATEST BASKETBALL GAME



































THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Melissa Lin
News Editor
RECORD BLIZZARD HITS EAST COAST
On Monday the Northeastern United States buckled down as record storms
swept across the region. New York City grinded to a halt as blizzard warn-
ings blared. New Jersey and Connecticut are also on high alert as the area
prepares for massive cold front. Many public transportation modes have been
curtailed as the storm gained momentum.
Transportation bans were initiated due to the increasingly dangerous condi-
tion ofall transit in New York City. Subways and bus linesclosed and the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey banned all transport on the Hudson
River. Throughout the course of the evening, flights were grounded at airports
in the area because ofpoor visibility and dangerous landing conditions.
The Metropolitan Opera in New York was forced to cancel a world premiere
of a new production of a double bill ofTchaikovsky’s “Iolanta,” because of the
weather, and all Broadway productions were cancelled as well.
The storm has been less intense than expected in Manhattan so far, but crews
are expected to work through the nights clearing roads and fallen debris
nevertheless. More than 1,800 snowplows have been deployed to clear 6,000
miles of road.
“Mother Nature has decided once again to come visit us in an extreme way,”
said Gov. of New York Andrew M. Cuomo. “This is going to be a blizzard. It is
a serious blizzard. It should not be taken lightly.”
L j
ABORTION BILL FAILS TO PASS
On Thursday Republican leadership within the House of Representatives
aimed to pass a bill prohibiting the practice of abortions for pregnancies at
the 20th week or later. The set date ofthe proceeding coincided with the 42nd
anniversary of the Supreme Court ruling on Roe vs Wade, which legalized
abortions in the United States.
Tens of thousandsofanti-abortion demonstrators and supporters gathered
for the annual March for Life in Washington, D.C. Inside the capital a group
of republican legislators, mostly women of moderate districts, met and dis-
cussed a provision within thebill. This provisionallowed late-term abortions
for cases of rape where the victim had processed a police report.
The effort to pass the 20-week ban foiled this time around, but the House
had approved a similar bill in 2013. They promise reintroduce the legislation
later. Critics of the partyview this action as fault, especially since a similar bill
had been passed the year before.
“It takes a special combinationof incompetence and cowardice to miss an
easy lay-up like this, but apparently the new Republican Congress has it in
spades,” Molly Hemingway of the Federalist writes, “...a Republican Party
unable to accomplish an easy task is a Republican Party that will be com-
pletely incompetent and worse than useless in a big battle.”
NEWS
OB AMA NOT TO E N D 529S
President Obama will drop his proposal to end the college-savings accounts,
known as 529s, and require people to pay income taxes when they withdraw
from those accounts. This decision was prompted by pressure from parents
and lawmakers ofboth parties.
The decision came out only hours after House Speaker John Boehner of
Ohio demanded that the proposal be dropped “for the sake of middle-class
families.”
The proposal was made only a week ago during Obamas State of the Union
address. According to The Seattle Times, White House economists thought
that taking away the tax advantage of the 529 plan from better-off families
was merely a matter of tax fairness. But eliminating tax benefits would be
“devastating” because the loss of the tax break would discourage families from
saving for college, according to the chair of the nat ional College Savings Plan
Network industry group Betty Lochner.
While those with higher incomes benefit more from the tax break, close to
10 percent of the 529 account holders have incomes below $50,000, meaning
that those with lower incomes benefit as well.
While Obama will not end the 529 accounts, he will keep an expanded tu-
ition tax credit at the center of his college access plan.
k A
DRONE CRASH AT WHITE HOUSE
A man crashed a quadcopter onto the White House grounds on Monday,
causing a brief lockdown. The Secret Service said that the lockdown persisted
until the device was recovered and examined.
The man called the Secret Service six hours after the device crashed and
explained that the crash was an accident. According to investigators, the man
is a D.C. resident and was cooperative during questioning.
While investigators said they do not have any reason to doubt the mans sto-
ry ofbeing a recreational droneoperator, the event has still caused concern.
“Anybody can go down to RadioShack and
buy one of these,” said chairman of House Oversight and Government Re-
form Committee, Rep. Jason Chaffetz (R-Utah). “It could be a guy down by
the river in his van or it could be a nefarious terrorist. You just don’t know.”
The event follows a series of lapses in security in the White House, such as
in September when a man wielding a knife ran through the main floor.
While small drones have previously entered the airspace near the White
House, this is the first time that a drone has penetrated the White House
perimeter.
Melissa may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com.
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INTERNATIONAL DINNER BRINGS‘HOME’TO SU
Jenna Ramsey
Staff Writer
Students can check something off of
their Seattle University bucket lists—-
and get a taste of foods from around
the world-by attending the 38th An-
nual International Dinner this Satur-
day in the Campion Ballroom.
This three-hour event will include
live performances, raffle prizes and
food prepared by Seattle U students
and local chefs. A longstanding Se-
attle U tradition, the dinner serves as
an opportunity for. international stu-
dents to showcase their cultural iden-
tities. The event will also kick off In-
ternational Education Week, a week of
festivities hosted by the International
Student Center.
The International Dinner is a stu-
dent-runevent put together by a com-
mittee made up of both undergradu-
ate and graduate students who work
in the ISC year-round, plus a few pro-
fessionals from the office.
Marie Johnston, a first-year gradu-
ate student, is spearheading the din-
ner this year as Programming Coor-
dinator. Though this is only her first
year at Seattle U, Johnston said she has
received help and support from her
colleagues in overseeing the event.
“One of my favorite things about
our cooking events in the Internation-
al Student Center is that a lot of it is
home cooking that [students] learned
from their parents or friends,” John-
ston said. “I think it’s a good oppor-
tunity to bring ‘home’ over here, and
show it to everybody on a larger scale.”
Seattle Us international student
population represents 49 countries
from all around the globe. While
Rwanda, Uganda, Korea, Japan and
Mexico will be represented through
the food at this year’s dinner, other
countries will have the spotlight dur-
ing the performance portion of the
event. Among this year’s performers
are an African drumming group, a
Ukrainian band, a jazz pianist and a
returning Japanese taiko group that
closed the show last year. Many of the
performers are from the Seattle area,
and some are students at Seattle U.
Planning for the dinner began-
months in advance as the committee
booked performances, selected reci-
pes and recruited volunteers to cook
and serve hundreds of plates of food.
International students submit-
ted their own recipes for the event,
which were then combed through
by the ISC committee to create a di-
verse menu, including vegan and
vegetarian options.
Anh Nguyen, an ISC Programming
Assistant and senior biochemistry
major, cooked for the event during her
first years at Seattle U. Her traditional
Vietnamese recipes were a hit, and she
said her favorite part of the event is
seeing how people react to her food.
“After several days of planning, and
several hours of cooking, when the
event starts it’s really great,” Nguyen
said. “It’s really fun because at the end,
it feels like people really enjoyed the
food that we made.”
ISC Programming Assistant
Dinesh Kumar, who came to Se-
attle U from India last year to earn a
Master’s degree in Business Admin-
istration, joined the event commit-
AUDREY MALLINAK • THE SPECTATOR
Veronica Eldredge and Ashley Shishido prepare decorationsfor the International Dinner.
tee as Marketing Chair after enjoy-
ing his own experience at last year’s
International Dinner.
“I’ve been to plenty of events at SU,
and this is the best,” Kumar said. “I’m
glad I’m a part of it now.”
Kumar said working with the ISC
part-time has made his transition
from India to the U.S. much easier.
“It’s a great leadership opportunity
and there’s a lot oflearning experience
in it,” Kumar said. “I was a shy person
when I first came to the U.S. Now I
am not a shy person—I speak a lot, I
smile a lot.”
This dinner gives students the
unique opportunity to try foods and
enjoy performances from around the
world all in one night.
“You can’t just go to one restau-
rant and get all of these foods from
all these different cultures,” Johnston
said. “So this is a good opportunity to
get a taste of all the different cultures
at Seattle University.”
The International Dinner will take
place Saturday, Jan. 31 in the Cam-
pion Ballroom from 6-9 p.m. Tickets
are $10 for students and $20 for staff
JANUARY 28. 2015
and community members, and they
can be purchased online at Brown Pa-
per Tickets, at the CAC or at the ISC
front desk.
Jennamay be reached at
jramsey@su-spectator.com
AUDREY MALLINAK • THE SPECTATOR
Veronica Eldredge and Ashley Shishido,
two members of the decorations com-
mitteefor the International Dinner.
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CITY COUNCIL SSA DEFEND PROTESTORS’ RIGHTS
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
The surge of nationwide demonstra-
tions over the past few months has
made evident the many ways that citi-
zens and students assert their rights
to protest.
Seattle University’s Sustainable Stu-
dent Action is hosting a Non-Violent
Direct Action Training on Feb. 7 to
educate students about demonstra-
tion tactics. In the past, SSA has led
protests on campus regarding their
campaign for divestment against fos-
sil fuels. Otherrecent on-campus pro-
tests include those addressing budget
transparency issues and the aftermath
ofFerguson.
“It’s a training that’s intended to be
used for any type of issue,” said SSA
student organizer Becca Clark-Har-
greaves. “It’s a lot about history, and
direct action in the labor movement,
in the civil rights movement, etcetera.”
Recent protests associated with
EVAN VUCCI •AP PHOTO
Protestors hold signs during a during an event with the Democratic Progressive Caucus andfurloughed federal employees on
Capitol Hill in Washington, Friday, Oct. 4,2013, as the budget battle continued.
6 NEWS
Ferguson, Michael Brown and Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr. Day have made it
increasingly clear how popular activ-
ist movements are becoming across
the country.
In the late ‘70s, a group ofabout 20
individuals came together under Seat-
tle City Council to form a committee.
The group, led by former Seattle City
Councilman Randy Revelle, drafted
the police-intelligence ordinance,
which aims to protect the rights of
protesters bymonitoring the extent to
which police can collect information
on them. Unless a crime was commit-
ted, files cannot be kept on protesters.
Professor Emeritus David Boerner
ofthe Seattle University School ofLaw
is currently in charge of making sure
that the ordinance is enforced. Ac-
cording to a report by King 5 News,
Boerner has been auditing the Seat-
tle Police Department’s investigative
practices twice a year for the past de-
cade and in that time has never found
a violation. The ordinance has been
brought up in recent conversations by
the Seattle City Council and citizens
who are concerned that more could be
done to protect protesters’ rights. This
concern stems from a recent contro-
versy involving photographs of pro-
testers taken by police detectives.
According to Boerner, the group re-
sponsible for drafting the ordinance
ranged from attorneys, citizen activ-
ists and others involved in law en-
forcement, including the police.
“[Revelle] brought together all peo-
ple with interest in the intelligence-
gathering function of the police,”
Boerner said. “There was the percep-
tion that the law enforcement agen-
cies both here in Seattle and across
the country had collected information
about people...that wasn’t relevant to
law enforcement needs. And so the
attempt was to draw a line between
criminal investigations, which no one
intended to prohibit, and lawfully
protected activities like protesting
government for the redress of griev-
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
Many protestors boastedflags and signs
that they would wave as they traveled
the streets of Seattle on May Day 2014.
ances or exercising religious liberty
and things of that nature.”
Attempts to protect the privacy and
rights of protesters can seem contra-
dictory, as protesting is an inherently
public activity.
“Obviously anyone [who’s] watch-
ing the demonstrators marching on
the street [is] going to see who’s dem-
onstrating,” Boerner said. “But the
question is: should police be keeping
files on who demonstrates? And the
answer to that is: Unless there’s crimi-
nal activity, no they should not.”
Given that the ordinance was draft-
ed over 30 years ago, it is a testimony
to the significance of the ruling in
terms of protecting citizens’ rights
that it is still in use today.
“It’s still an issue, of course, and it
always will be, I’m sure,” Boerner said.
Boerner said that with the chang-
ing times comes new technology that
should be brought into consideration.
Technological developments could
make it harder to ensure that the po-
lice respect protester rights.
“You can quickly move information
from one phone to another, from one
device to another, to your computer,
and it’s not on your phone but it’s
stored somewhere else,” Boerner said.
“I don’t know of any way to guarantee
that that isn’t happening. I’d have no
reason to believe that it is, but I don’t
know how any auditor could possi-
bly audit and guarantee that that isn’t
going to happen.”
Boerner advises that when students
go to protest they should both under-
stand the demonstration’s cause and
respect the law.
“That’s just common sense,” Boern-
er said. “Don’t commit crimes.”
Clark-Hargreaves said that a focus
of the Non-Violent Direct Action
Training is how to use non-violent ap-
proaches to assert protesters’ voices.
“Direct action is very much about
creating some sort of event or protest
or action that is sort of circumventing
the ordinary paths of power that we’re
taught, I think, growing up to accept,”
Clark-Hargreaves said.
Mara Willaford is a University of
Washington student who organizes
alternative forms of resistance with a
coalition called Outside Agitators 206
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
Two different marching groups met in the middle ofPine street. The two groups joinedforces, and headed back into down-
town Seattle to continue their demonstration.
that fights racism.
“We believe in a diversity of tactics,
and respecting different forms of re-
sistance,” Willaford said. “We don’t
communicate with the sixmajor news
outlets and we try to amplify black,
trans and queer voices, because the
media not only does not serve those
people but is actively invested in vio-
lence against those people. In the past,
we’ve held open mics and potlucks
so people can just come and eat and
share food together and talk about
their experiences.”
The coalition also produces a bi-
weekly newsletter to increase focus on
the voices of people whose stories are
rarely heard.
“It’s actually really important that
we prioritize those stories and that
they’re actually almost more valuable,
because we don’t hear them very of-
ten,” Willaford said.
According to Clark-Hargreaves,
alternative ways to convey a narra-
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
Students support divestment at a Sustainable Student Action event.
tive will also be covered in the Direct
Action Training.
“A lot of the time there are other
methods of amplifying that voice
through art, or through creative tac-
tics, and I think that’s one ofthe things
that I love most about nonviolent di-
JANUARY 28. 2015
rect action and one of the things that’s
coolest that’ll be taught in this train-
ing,” Clark-Hargreaves said. “[There
are] ways that don’t involve hurting
ourselves and each other, that are cre-
ative ways to get our narrative told
and to get people to hear us out and
understand our side of the story and
to create real change in really creative
and imaginative ways.”
The training will include two guest
activists who will share their experi-
ence and strategies with the group.
“At a certain point your government
representatives might just not listen to
what you say anymore,” Clark-Harg-
reaves said. “Direct action is about,
particularly for underprivileged and
disadvantaged groups, a way of feeling
empowered...this is a power we do
have, and we don’t have to rely upon
others to do important work for us be-
cause we can do that.”
The training will be held Feb. 7 in
the Casey Commons. Reservation is
not necessary, but students are en-
couraged to RSVP via Facebook.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
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BYE-BYE, BERTHA: INFAMOUS DRILL GOES BELLY-UP
Will McQuilkin
Staff Writer
Whatdrills, breaks and costs $80 million?
The answer is Bertha, the worlds
largest-diameter tunnel digging ma-
chine, currently stranded beneath
downtown Seattle.
In the summer of 2013, Bertha be-
gan her historic journeybeneath Seat-
tle’s downtown waterfront. The goal of
the project was relatively straightfor-
ward: replace the State Route 99 Alas-
kan Way Viaduct that was damaged in
a 2001 earthquake.
When Bertha set out two years ago,
the estimated completion date for the
tunnel excavation was March 2015 —
just less than two months from now.
But in December 2013, Seattle Tunnel
Partners; the contracting team hired
to design and build the tunnel, de-
tected increased temperatures within
the gigantic machine. Excavation was
halted just 1,000 feet into her 9,270
foot route from Sodo to South Lake
Union and has remained theresince.
The stall has drawn the attention of
national media, given the large scale
of the project and the huge cost the
blunder will likely have on Washing-
ton state residents. Opponents of the
project have pointed to Berthas 11
percent completion rate and ridiculed
the fact that it has been over a year
since the drill was stopped.
STP workers have been digging a
120-foot deep access pit from which
they will try to fix what is ailing Ber-
tha’s front end. However, even this
mini project is having unintended
consequences. In December, dig-
ging stopped on the access pit after
about 30 buildings in historic Pioneer
Square neighborhood were inspected
for damage. Soil beneath sagged an
inch due to the nearby construction.
Pumping ground water from deep
beneath Bertha was said to cause
the complications.
“I’m not sure anyone wants to talk
about this because it’s a nightmare.
There’s no happy ending,” Seattle City
Councilmember Nick Licata told the
Seattle Times. “They need to outline
the options. What are the costs? How
8 NEWS
valid is the information we have right
now? What’s going on? They should
be able to explain to the public what
the best Plan B is.”
By “they” Licatta meant Governor
Jay Inslee and Seattle Mayor Ed Mur-
ray, both of whom have distanced
themselves from the project. Gov. In-
slee did issue a statement in which he
showed his continued support for the
project, while admitting that any new
information could potentially impact
the future of the project.
Mayor Murray has been even more
reluctant than Inslee to speak about
the issues. He has largely declined to
comment on the drilling, even after
he held an emergency press confer-
ence to address the aforementioned
soil sinking in Pioneer Square. He did
speak to the project in year-end inter-
views with KING-TV, calling the proj-
ect “still the best option” for Seattle.
Despite the increasingly problem-
{
Opponents of the project
have pointed to Bertha’s
11 percent completion 1
rate and ridiculed the fact W
that it has been over a year
since the drill was stopped.
atic reality of the project, others have
echoed Murray’s sentiment by consid-
ering the dangers posed by the present
viaduct. In his statement, Gov. Inslee
said it is “safe to drive on,” but in terms
of structural integrity the overpass is
lacking—he noted that ifthe Nisqually
earthquake (2001) had lasted 10 more
seconds, the viaduct likely would have
collapsed. Therefore, he suggested,
there is an immediate need to replace
the ailing structure.
“It just seems like everything that
could have gone wrong has,” said
freshman Michael Kormeir. “I’m
still in support of a new means of
transportation by the waterfront,
but I wish things could have gone
more smoothly.”
Proponents of the project hold that
the tunnel remains the best option for
Seattleites. The Washington State De-
partment of Transportation estimates
that 70 percent of the work neces-
sary to complete the project has been
done and that the malfunction of the




project hold that the
tunnel remains Seattle’s
best option.
“I’m from Boston and I remember
when the Big Dig project was going
on,” said junior Emelia Clark, in refer-
ence to a similar project in Boston that
aimed to replace old roads and bridges
with a tunnel. “So much went wrong
with that [project] —I think it took
something ridiculous like 10 years
and cost a fortune—but it wound up
being a great thing for the city.”
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com




"Go, Set the World on Fire"
— St. Ignatius of Loyola
presented by:
THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER
Division of Student Development
&
THE OFFICE OF GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT
Office of the Provost
Mernstiiwial Dinner? “Around She
World: No Vi** Required!"
Saturday, January 31
6:OOpnv9:OOpm
Campion Ballroom, Seattle University
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Sponsor: Office of Commuterand
TransferStudent Life





Engineering Building, Room 304
Contact: Sara Haugen.
haugens@seattteu.edu






Come explore German culture? One
of Leavenworth's bestkept secrets
is Waterfront Park; with a trail that
winds along the Wenatchee. River and
through quiet fiverl ■ forests.
Contact.• Sign up through Outdbor
Adventure Recreation (OAR).
outdoor@seattleu.edu, 206 398*4588
Sponson.SUs Outdoor Adventure [
Recreation (OAR) Program &
University Recreation
Peace Corps Information Session /
Tuesday, February 3
I2:30f>m-l:30pm
SU Engineering Building, Room 304
The Peace Corps is a life-defining
; leadership experience and launching
pad fora 2lstcentury career. Come
! and meet the Peace Corps recruiter,
i SU is a national leader in Peace Corps
j placements.
! Contact- Sarah Thomson,
thomsons@seattleu.edu, 206-296-6088
\ Sponsor: Career Services
i Fireside Dialogue; Lessons From
i Prayer for Feoee
Tuesday, February 3
7;OOpm-S:OOpm
Chapel of St. Ignatius
This event is also a part of Interfaith
Harmony Week!
This annual SU tradition isa powerful






Sponsor: Campus Ministry& School of
Theology and Ministry




Student Center, Second Floor East
Info Table
EAO representatives will be on hand
to provide information on SU short-










Come bear from SU NursingStudents
about their time across the globe







: Hie Danger in-Good fntesrtmsi®
Student Perspectives on
Volunteurijm in the Slob*! South
Thursday, February 5
1iOOpm-2:OOpm
Riggot Building, Room 103
Contact: Michael Keeneri,
keenenm@seattleu.edu
Sponsor: The Poverty Education Center
& MatteoRkci College
Make ItHappen: Faculty Roundtable




Administration Building, Room 325
A faculty workshop where Education
Abroad staff, Dr, Kathleen LaVoy,
and Dr Jeff Philpott will share their
wisdom and explore ways to develop




Sponsor: Education Abfood Office.






Thinking about studying abroad?
Come and hear from SU students who




Sponsor: Education Abroad Office,
Office ofGlobal Engagement. &Xavier
Global House
The Importance of Internal
International Students




Student Center Pavilion, Room 160
International Student Center Lounge
This will be a great way to get ready
for the SU Internship Fair on February/
5, from il:30am - 2:30pm in Campion s<
Ballroom.
Contact: RSVP to James Vive,
vivej@seattleu.edu





Student Center, Room 160
Tickets can Be reserved at
http://www.brownb3pertickets.com/
event/t0498:36
This event isitso a part of Interfaith
Harmbny Week!
Con thet; : Anson Laytner, *
ikyti@s4attleu.edu
' Sponsor: School of Theology and
Ministry 8t Campus Ministry
Visiting North Korea Up Close and
Personals A Peek Behind the Curtain
Friday, February 6
?0:00am-ii:00am
Sullivan Nall, Room HO
A Program by Professor Margit E.
McGuire, SU faculty member in the
College of Education, the recipient of
the 2009-2010 McGoidrick Fellowship
(her fellowship allowed onequarter
sabbatical in Nprth Korea)











Sponsor: TESOL (Teaching English
to Speakers of Other languages)
Program in the College ofEducation
Native Olympic Peninsula Overnight
Trip 1
Saturday, February 7 (7:OOam) -
Sunday, February 8 (4:00pm)
Neab Bay, WA
Explore the natural wondersof Neah
Bay through a scenic coastal hike,
possible marine-life sightings, and
learning opportunities to deepen your
connection with Native Washington.
You wpn’t want to miss the folklore,
history,and preservation of the Makah
Indian Tribe.
Contact: Sign up through Outdoor
Adventure Recreation (OAR),
outdoor@seattleu.edu, 206-398-4588.
Sponsor: SU’s Outdoor Adventure
Recreation (OAR) Program &
University Recreation
The InternationalStudent Center
0T5•5> s* 2<5? Sf 0^
!0*A-
Formore informationon T-Week, likeextended programdescriptions, please visit the ISC Website at www.seattlea.edu/isc or colt 206-296-6260.
HOROSCOPES
XI LIBRA
t — j 9/23-10/22
You yourself will win the Super Bowl
this week. With your Libra magic.
In scorpio
Wi 10/23-11/21
If youre looking to relax in the future,
be sure to workhard in the prersent.
JA SAGITTARIUS
«T* 11/22-12/21
If you aren’t paying taxes, the govern-





Share an opposing opinion with your
teacher. Be ready to learn ifwrong.
WUARIUS
Money only brings happiness when it




Oh spicy Pisces...will you ever learn
hold your tongue? It may help soon.
If ARIES
I 3/21-4/20
Call your mother and tell her how
great you’re doing. She’ll be proud.
x TAURUS
{_) 4/21-5/21
Taurus, my dear, your skill and charm
have been showing through lately.
H GEMINI5/22-6/21
Listen Gemini, enough with the big'
moves. Use some finesse this week.
THE 10




O Watch the PuppyBowl
o Play board games
® Eat
JPH1 Drink 12 root beers as
fast as you can
© Do your homework
OHigh five as manypeople as you can
©Don’t set couches onfire
0 Enjoy some Skittles
O Celebrate freedom ofspeech
CANCER
* ,JsJ 6/22-7/22
Cancer is as Cancer does. Remember
the answer is in the question, love.
S) LEO
C* 7/23-8/22
Female lions hunt the hardest. Don’t
be to proud to accept help.
bn VIRGO
8/23-9/22
Your symbol is a virgin. Remember
their are many firsts in life beyond sex!
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FEATURES
LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL?
A new Seattle University study has confirmed the enormous eco-
nomic costs of pursuing the death penalty. And as two capital trials
proceed in our own backyard, we examine the systemic failures of
capital punishment—and what they say about us.
HUB
11
Christopher Monfort, a mixed-race
man who identifies as black, is a de-
fendant in one of two death-penal-
ty trials that began last week at the
King County Superior Court. He is
charged with a slew ofviolent crimes,
including, but not limited to, the al-
leged killing of Seattle police Officer
Timothy Brenton and the firebomb-
ings of police vehicles at a Seattle
parking facility.
The motivation for his crimes—he
is pleading not guilty by reason of in-
sanity—is said to be rooted in his ob-
sessive concern with police brutality
against citizens. One such case is that
of a King County sheriffs deputy who
punched a 15-year-old girl and threw
her to the floor of a holding cell at
SeaTac City Hall in 2008.
The defense team has already spent
nearly $4 million on the case, but the
prospect ofMonforts death as punish-
ment for his violent crimes signals re-
markable costs still to come.
According to a new study released
earlier this month by Seattle Univer-
sity and conductedby professors from
the criminal justice department and
the School ofLaw, pursuing the death
penalty for aggravated homicide in
Washington state costs over one mil-
lion dollars more than when the death
penalty is not sought.
The explanation for the high costs is
multi-faceted. One ofthe principal au-
thors of the study, Robert Boruchow-
itz, director of The Defender Initiative
and a Seattle U law professor, said that
the United States Supreme Court and
the Washington Supreme Court have
made decisions that have intensified
the complexity of death penalty law.
Broadly speaking, these decisions have
required that all players involved in a
capital trial—judges, prosecutors, de-
fense lawyers, and so on—spend more
time being careful and comprehensive
along the way. The stakes, Boruchow-
itz implied, are too high not to be.
“To preserve a fair system that in-
cludes due process and effective rep-
resentation, I don’t think you can do
it less expensively,” Boruchowitz said.
But Boruchowitz and his co-authors
were not concerned with questions
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of fairness in their analysis, and the
study even explicitly notes that they
were uninterested in making “norma-
tive assumptions as to the social utility
of the death penalty.” The focus, the
authors said, centered entirely on the
economic costs.
“We really made a decision that we
were going to go where the data took
us,” Boruchowitz said. “Any precon-
ceptions we had we put aside.”
The study arrives nearly a year after
Governor Jay Inslee issued a morato-
rium on capital punishment in Wash-
ington state. His rationale for the
decision did include the high costs
of pursuing the death penalty, but he
also cited concern that the ultimate
punishment was not being applied
equally in all cases—a troubling frag-
ment of a flawed system,he suggested,
and one that merits a decision to issue
a reprieve for any death-penalty case
that reaches his desk while he remains
in office.
On Monday a bipartisan group of
lawmakers in Olympia introduced a
bill to abolish the death penalty. This
move, along with Governor Inslee’s de-
cision, has situated Washington state
in a growing chorus of death-penalty
opponents in the U.S. unsettled by
what they call systemic failures—and,
in some cases, moral abominations—
in how justice is delivered, or not de-
livered, in capital cases.
A handful of executions by lethal
injection has been botched, amount-
ing towhat some call death by torture.
State secrecy about the type of drugs
sometimes used for lethal injection has
brewed concern and outrage among
criminal justice reformers, civil rights
advocates and citizens alike. (The U.S.
Supreme Court decided Friday to take
up the issue). Oftentimes, defendants
in capital trials are provided with sub-
standard, even incompetent, public at-
torneys. And racial disparities in the
application of the death penalty are
widely documented in Washington
state and across the country. Accord-
ing to the Southern Center for Human
Rights, “Virtually all of the people se-
lected for execution are poor, about
half are members of racial minorities,
and the overwhelming majority were
sentenced to death for crimes against
white victims.”
And some of the condemned may
be wrongfully convicted. Researchers
from two Michigan law schools re-
cently found that at least 4.1 percent
of all defendants sentenced to death
between 1973 and 2004 are innocent.
“You like to feel that there would
have been some certainty of justice
that goes on with these [cases], but
they get strung out for forever and
a day, they end up costing a lot of
money, and then it gets applied so hit
and miss,” said Stephen Sype, who has
worked in the Washington state De-
partment of Corrections as a commu-
nity corrections officer for 40 years.
“There is no certainty at all.”
The list of death penalty complica-
tions does not end there. But these
alarming realities raise profoundly
important questions about the way
we handle the distribution of justice
in our civilized society. And since
hearings in two capital trials began
in Seattle last week, this discussion is
timely, vital and, frankly, terrifying. To
contemplate our capital punishment
regime critically and fairly is to look
deep within ourselves and come face
to face with some harsh truths.
Seattle U Dean of Theology and
Ministry Mark Markuly told me that
most religious traditions assume the
flawed nature of every human being.
The Calvinists, for example, have rec-
ognized the need for the church to be
perpetually reformed to account for
these human flaws.
But Markuly said thatrecognition of
these flaws, at least in American soci-
ety, seems sparse. Some of us pretend
like they’re not there, or we simply
don’t see them, he said. And that be-
comes reflected in our institutions.
“When we get together you’re
magnifying the flaws,” Markuly said.
“That’s part of the imperfect nature of
the human condition.”
Of course, the flaws that color the
American condition are not difficult
to identify—just consider our long
history of racism. Demonstrating how
these flaws influence our justice sys-
tem with scientific certainty, however,
has not always been easy. But a grow-
ing body of psychological research is
beginning to offer insight into long-
held assumptions about the associa-
tion between racial stereotypes and
crime. Jennifer L. Eberhardt, a social
psychologist from Stanford University
and recent winner of the MacArthur
Foundation “genius” fellowship, found
that African-American defendants
are more likely to be condemned to
death if their facial characteristics are
perceived to be more “stereotypically
black” and if their victims are white.
If bias and prejudice are strands
of America’s DNA, then it shouldn’t
surprise us that meting out justice is
sometimes influenced by bias and
prejudice. The obvious problem, as
Eberhardt and significant amounts of
social science have shown, is that this
opens up the opportunity for harsher
penalties to be doled out for certain
people in certain conditions.
“If you’re an African-American
man, the likelihood that you’re going
to get a really harsh sentence for what-
ever crime is much, much higher,”
Markuly said.
Meanwhile, all of this exists within
a uniquely American paradox. Vio-
lent crime rates are down, but we still
incarcerate our citizens at an increas-
inglyhigher rate thanany other coun-
try in the world. The reasons why are
debatedad nauseam. Some argue con-
vincingly that because of our hugely
privatized prison system, there is an
economic incentive to put, and keep,
people in jail. But otherobservers say
the answer may be simpler, and it in-
volves what might be our most insidi-
ous flaw ofall: fear.
David Jr. Ward, a black man from
a socioeconomically impoverished
county in North Carolina, was tried
by the state for the alleged murder of
a woman on a spring night in 1991.
Prosecutors tried Ward and his ac-
complice separately.
Both were convicted of first-degree
murder, but the accomplice, a man
with lighter complexion and the pre-
sumed leader in the attack, received
life in prison without parole. Despite
considerable mitigating circumstanc-
es that his accomplice did oot share,
notwithstanding Ward’s immediate
cooperation with the police, Ward was
sentenced to death.
His defense team was comprised of
two lawyers, both of whom had asked
the judge not to assign them the case
(one of the lawyers had not tried a
capital case in over 25 years, and the
other had only recently graduated
from law school). Ward was tried by
an all-white jury, which included one
juror who knew the husband of the
woman who had been murdered.
Michael Trice, the assistant dean
of ecumenical and interreligious dia-
logue at Seattle U, worked for nearly
a decade with a team of attorneys in
the death penalty appellate process,
fighting desperately on Ward’s behalf
to earn him life without parole—-
the lesser, it must have seemed, of
two evils.
“It was really a miscarriage of justice
in the worst form,” Trice said of the
failed attempt to win the appeal.
Over the years that he worked in
North Carolina, heading to and from
the legal office, the courtroom and the
prison, Trice had befriended Ward,
who was executed Oct'. 13, 2001 at
Central Prison in Raleigh.
The two had several minutes to say
goodbye before the execution. Trice
said that the character of the conver-
sation was “absolutely human.”
“It was a refusal to be objectified
to the point where you die feeling
less than human,” Trice said. “It’s like
an existential rift. You never forget
it. It shapes how you see the judicial
system thereafter.”
Trice’s experience with Ward led
him back to the academy at the inter-
section of religion and public life. He
moved to Germany where he wrote
his dissertation on systemicand struc-
tural forms of cruelty. In broad terms,
Trice’s research shows how cruelty be-
comes embedded in social systems as
a formof violence. This cruelty, Trice
said, is excessive but still difficult to
see. And we conceal that cruelty in
language that justifies it.
Apartheid is one example. The
Dutch Reformed Church, among
other organizations, provided a theo-
logical rationale to justify the abhor-
rent South African project, which ob-
scured the reality of the cruelty—the
racism—essential to that system.
The death penalty, according to
Trice, is also a system of cruelty. He
doesn’t mean to say that victims and
perpetrators do not exist. But often
enough, he said, the death penalty is
shrouded as an instrument of justice
by concealing from society what he
considers to be the reality of capital
punishment as state-sanctioned re-
venge.
Indeed, we certainly don’t call
it that.
“Because that language opens up for
us a system of violence that we very
seldom want to look at,” Trice said.
“It’s so difficult for us to contend with
our own culpability.”
America remains corrupted by
an inability to grapple with the
weight of the past and the
power our history exerts
on the struggle for jus-
tice today. It is difficult, for example,
to understand the recent situation in
Ferguson, MI without acknowledging
the brutal legacy of Jim Crow segre-
gation policies and its role in creating
a seemingly inescapable cycle of pov-
ertyand disadvantage for many Afri-
can-American communities.
Just as it is difficult, if not impos-
sible, to understand Ferguson with-
out Jim Crow, we cannot understand
capital punishment in Americaabsent
an understanding ofthe enduring cul-
tural amnesia that helped erect Jim
Crow: white supremacy. Ta-Nehisi
Coates recently made this case af-
ter the botched execution of Clayton
Lockett in Oklahoma last year.
“Living with racism in America
means tolerating a level of violence
inflicted on the black body that we
would not upon the white body,”
Coates wrote in the Atlantic. “This
deviation is not a random fact, but
the price of living in a society with a
lengthy history of considering black
people as a lesser strain of humanity.”
But it seems that many of us are un-
willing to draw the link between the
historic, routine dehumanization of
certain people in our country and its
enduring residue in our present-day
criminal justice system.
“There’s a deniability at work,” said
Trice, referring to racism. “We don’t
see it. It’s an excessive way of treat-
ing human beings, and we do it like
it’s normal.”
Racism is so ingrained in our soci-
ety, Trice said, that some dimension of
us treat it as a normative part of the
American experience. And since
laying bare the truth of our na-
tion’s history is so divisive
in American politics, we







facts of our past to injustice today
might require that we impose a new
narrative arc on the American story—
one that some argue stretches from
slavery to lynching to Jim Crow to the
grand jury decisions in the Michael
Brown and Eric Garner cases.
And, if there is any truth here, then
perhaps Americas failure to grasp
this is not surprising. Reckoning with
the real, honest fabric of our society
requires a certain degree of existen-
tial reflection that, if done right, may
lead to a moral indictment we aren’t
prepared to face.
So naturally we stay away. But our
flaws—our biases, our prejudices, our
fear—still seep into the construction
of our institutions, and continue to af-
fect how we administer justice.
The victims of Christopher Mon-
fort’shorrific crimes deserve swift and
certain justice. There is no question
about that. But our capital punish-
ment system cannot deliver on this
promise. And until we collectively un-
derstandwhy, perhaps we can’t prom-
ise justice at all.
Mason may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com
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YOURS IN ART IS YOURS ONCE AGAIN
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
“A picture is worth a thousand words,”
or so the adage goes. You could, how-
ever, opt for a poem—Yours in Art
would love to see either.
With their first zine successfully
published in the 'winter of last year,
Yours in Art is back with an up-and-
coming second zine. The publications
tentative release date will be spring
quarter, and it is set to be even richer
and more diverse this time around.
Two of the founding members,
seniors Taylor Gawlik and Kaya Pay-
seno, expressed their enthusiasm
about the changes that will be show-
cased in this year’s issue.
“I believe that were going to do
some color pages, which is really ex-
citing because we have a bit bigger
of a budget,” Payseno said. “Pieces
we had to exclude before, because
the integrity of the artwork would
not be complete without color, now
have a chance.”
What began as a student art collec-
tive has evolved into an interactive,
welcoming community for artists of
all kinds. Other founding members
and Seattle University students Bailey
Keogh, Connor Cook, Emma Mckee
and Virginia McClure have also con-
tributed to what the group is today.
“I think [Yours in Art] is very open
and I like seeing everything they put
on, from the zine to chill art shows,”
said junior Avery Arjana. “It’s awe-
some to see the different types of
artists they bring together.”
The zine is set apart from the other
YIA events because members of the
community interested in this mu-
tual art experience do not need to
attend an event in order to partici-
pate. Whether they create art or sim-
ply appreciate it for what it is worth,
the team recognizes and values their
support system and seeks to build
stronger connections.
“It’s cool that we’re able to present
[artists] with opportunities and that
people are actually jumping on it,”
Gawlik said. “It’s hard to showcase
your work, and I hope that we provide
a place to do that.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF KAYA PAYSENO
Yours in Artmembers Axel Villa, Bailey Keogh, Kaya Payseno, Gabriela D’Elia, Emma
McKee, Taylor Gawlik, Emma Scott, Nathan Watkinsand Morgan Rodriguez
Part of what makes the publication
unique is that there has not been a set
theme for either issue. Instead, the
YIA team reviews each submission
and tries to find a unifying, common
thread for the zine.
“Asking artists to create work for
a specific theme really deters them
from it,” Gawlik said. “I think not
having a theme really helps expand
the potential.”
From the romantic to the very po-
litically motivated pieces, YIA takes it
all in stride. The group hopes to culti-
vate and hone a meaningful art pres-
ence while creating a space that feels
safe and communal.
“The zine is pretty much an open
expression,” Payseno said. “It’s special
because it has an ability to express un-
comfortable things.”
The YIA team is currently accepting
photo, art and written submissions
from artists. Unlike their first issue, in
which every artist that submitted was
accepted, the team might have to be
more selective in the works they want
to publish this time around.
“While our goal is to showcase as
many artists as possible, a zine can’t
get too thick,” Gawlik said.
The official call for art was an-
nounced on Jan. 20, with the deadline
fast approaching.
“I wanted to get mypoetry out there
and I knew that other people whose
artwork I really appreciated had been
involvedwith Yours in Art,” said soph-
omore Rukhsar Palla, who has sub-
mitted work to the zine. “I wanted to
be a part of it as well.”
The release location for this next is-
sue is still to be decided. YIA has been
in conversation with the Hedreen Gal-
lery at the Lee Center for the Arts as a
potential venue. They want a location
JANUARY 28. 2015
that will be convenient for students,
though YIA is not in conjunction with
Seattle U specifically but rather with
the Seattle community as a whole.
“Feb. 1 is the priority deadline, but
ifyou’re a couple days late I would still
try and submit,” Payseno said. “You
never know, we just might be able to
look at you.”
For more information, you can
check out Yours in Art’s Facebook
page at www.facebook.com/yoursin-
artl23, or if you would like to submit
any of your own pieces, send them to
yoursinartl23@gmail.com.
Vikki may be reached at
vavancena@su-spectator.com
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Q&AWITH SU ARTIST IN RESIDENCE JASON HIRATA
Connor Cartmill
Staff Writer
Artist Jason Hirata is known for his
constantly shifting, situation-specific
artworks—launching a cell phone into
space, baking carbon-infused, edible
black bread and creating drawings
out of his own sweat are just a few of
his recent projects. Since graduating
from the University of Washington
in 2009, Hirata has explored a wide
range of artistic practices.
Seattle University’s Vachon Gallery
recently openedits doors for the work
of Hirata, who has spent the past six
months as the Art and Art History
Departments Artist in Residence.
Hirata has been working closely with
art facultyand students across various
media, and over the course of his
residency he has shifted his artistic
focus to include more painting.
Though much of the artwork he
created while at Seattle U is currently
on display in Brooklyn, N.Y., a portion
of his works are on display at Vachon
Gallery through Friday, Feb. 13.
CC: WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO
SHOW STUDENTS THROUGH
YOUR PRACTICE?
JH: What would have been useful
for me as student is getting to see how
at least a somewhatprofessional artist
maintained their practice. In class it
helps to have a lot of material you’re
digesting and to have lots ofinput, so
that was my main thing.
I wanted to provide the students
with the materials that I think are
relevant to studio art today. Originally
I wasn’t sure how I was going to do
that, but I got involved with the art
club and was able to interface with
them a lot. Eventually I realized that
meeting specific students, working
with them, was the main value of
my residency.
I had a lot of really good painting
critiques in the advanced painting
class that I felt were really generative
conversations. I felt like I got to know
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these students’ work really well; their
lines of interest and inquiry would
become more apparent to me. I
wanted to be more familiar with what
their own individual practices were
so that I could share more relevant
information with them.
CC: HOW HAS WORKING AT
SEATTLE U HELPED YOU AS AN
ARTIST?
JH: For me personally, it’s been
really good because most artists
need studios in order to work...
I actually hadn’t had a studio for
about four years before I applied for
this [residency], so I had a lot ofsaved
up energyand ideas that I got to work
out here.
Before coming here I hadn’t really
made work for about two years, but
over the past year I kind of came back
slowly into making art. While I was
here I felt like I had a little bit more
distance from my own practice. I
understood a little bit better why I’m
doing art and it was more enjoyable
for me.
CC: WHAT WERE THE
INSPIRATIONS FOR YOUR
PRIMARY WORK HERE? DID
THE ENVIRONMENT AT SEATTLE
U PLAY A ROLE IN THAT?
JH: I started doing more painting,
which was new for me. Knowing there
were painting classes here and after
speaking with some of the students, I
felt like it was a good thing. So on the
one hand I did more painting than I
think I would have otherwise—if
[Seattle U’s art program] was more
media focused I might have done
more film and video stuff.
On the other hand, there was a long-
form project that I had been working
on which I got to flesh out more here,
which was really heavily influenced
by the institution. It was images of
pre-Internet representations of art,
so it started with these flat files of art
from the Seattle Public Library. When
I came here, it moved to just all the
catalogues that are in the [Seattle
U] library. So the form of that work
was affected by what was actually
available here.
The two main bodies of work that
I did here are in Brooklyn, but I
probably wouldn’t have been able
to make them if I wasn’t here in
the studio.
CC: WHAT INSPIRED YOUR
PAINTING SPECIFICALLY?
JH: I didn’t really think I could
paint personally, but then I read this
Jack Goldstein book. As a person,
he’s really conflicted and did art for
dramatic reasons; he needed art for
his identity. But what I learned in
seeing how conflicted he was is that he
approached paintings almost like an
engineer. He looked at the problem of
making a painting and he engineered
solutions to that. I felt like I could
do painting in that way and in that
framework, [then] self-expression
became more straightforward to me.
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Jason Hirata, Seattle University’s Artist
in Residence, isfeatured in the Vachon
Gallery until Feb. 13.
Connormay be reached at
ccartmill@su-spectator.com
BOOZE AND FOOD FOR YOUR SUPERBOWL MOOD
AUTO BATTERY
1009 E Union Street
lust a stone’s throw away from
campus, Auto Battery may be the
mostconvenient location for many
students—and predictably, it’ll
be packed. You can always take a
break at one ofthe two shuffleboard
tables, or pop next door to Po
Dog for a deep-fried Danger Dog.
'Ihev’ll be serving up their signature
cocktails, eight drafts, and a slew' of
bottled options.■
sport; \r
1-10 4th Avenue N #130
This one’s in SLU, so its a hike,
but for the truly devoted it may
just be Seattle's most traditional
sports bar. Hell, the place is called
Sport. The bar menu is an earnest
lineup of only the most classic of
Super Bowl snacks: buffalo wings,
nachos supreme, jalapeno poppers
with chipotle ranch. Factor in a
22" Samsung at every booth and




Rhein Haus, on the other hand,
is still a litde gross, but in a
including those on the heated
outdoor patio. Expect plenty of
pretzels, plenty ofbeer, and plenty
of transplanted U District bros
snarling currywurst and bragging
about their quarter abroad in
Berlin. As per usual.
STOUT
1530 11th Avenue
Ifyou’ve never heard of this pub in
the new Sunset Electric building,
it’s not just you—they aren’t even
opening until the Friday before the
Super Bowl. They’ll be celebrating
their debut with a Super Bowl bash,
replete with a snowboard raffle
benefiting FareStart, a selection
of 20 mostly-local drafts, and food
from their menu of salads, burgers,
flatbreads, and other pub classics.
COMET TAVERN
922 E Pike Street
Tire recently-refurbished Comet
Tavern has lost a great deal of the
and now you’re far more likely to
depart full of Laurelwood IPA and
showing the game from start to
finish, pouring draft pints from a




121 S King Street
This kitschy sports bar from
the team behind Skillet is the
perfect choice for those who only
like to watch sports ironically.
The housemade queso, pickled
pomegranate duck wings, and
Bartlett pear funnel cake on
Quality Athletics’ high-concept
menu are unlikely to attract the
typical swarms of bros—which,
for some, may be preferable.
BAIT SHOP
606 Broadway E
According to Eater Seattle, this
quirky North Capitol Hill bar will
be serving up "Legion ofMnimm”
appetizer platters and raining
Skittles from the rafters whenever
Marshawn Lynch Beast Modes his
way into the endzone. The rest of
their Tex-Mex-tinged menu and
lineup of inventive cocktails will





JohnnyDepp is known for portraying
some crazy characters—like Edward
Scissorhands, Willy Wonka, Captain
Jack Sparrow—and his role in
“Mortdecai” is no exception.
Director David Koepp’s new
film is based on the first book in
the Mortdecai Trilogy by Kyril
Bonfiglioli. While the trilogy is
labeled as a suspense and mystery,
the movie takes the story in a more
comical direction, which is slightly
unexpected, as Koepp is best known
for directing action and adventure
movies such as “Mission: Impossible”
and “Jurassic Park.”
The film follows an eccentric art
dealer named Charlie Mortdecai
(Johnny Depp), who is in a pool of
debt. He travels around the world—
London, Oxford, Moscow, Los
Angeles—in an attempt to recover
a stolen painting which, according
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to rumors, has a highly sought-after
code to lost Nazi gold written on
the back.
As if he didn’t have enough
problems, his marriage is also on the
line—not just because he is in debt,
but also because he has decided to
grow a mustache (and saying he’ll
“trim it” is the mosthe promises).
Among the strongest elements of
the movie was its all-star cast. Depp
was, as always, comical, versatile and
genuine in his performance. And I
have to give a round of applause to
Gwyneth Paltrow—who portrayed
Mortdecai’s wife, Johanna—for
convincing me that she could actually
be British.
Paul Bettany, who portrayed
Mortdecai’s hulking manservant,
Jock, did a great job at making a
character that could easily blend into
the background become memorable.
There were many characters
introduced in the very beginning,
which made the plot and the
relationship between all of them
slightly hard to follow, but as the
movie continued, I appreciated that
everycharacter stood out.
Johanna challenged societal gender
norms, and had the upper hand
between herself and Charlie in the
marriage. Jock had his own quirk of
sleeping with nearly every attractive
woman he happened upon. Georgina
(Olivig Munn), whose father was
searching for the same missing
painting as Mortdecai, added tension
to the plot with her manipulation and
conniving, despite her relatively little
screen time.
By the end of the movie, Johanna
and Charlie come out the other
end as different people. (And don’t
worry—Johanna overcomes her
uncomfortable feelings towards
Charlie’s mustache before the credits
roll.) Disappointingly not many of
the other characters seem to change.
Granted, the movie was only based on
the first book of the trilogy.
There are a few complaints I have
with the film’s plot, though.
First, the movie starts off with
Depp’s voiceovers as Mortdecai
narrating scenes, and at some point
in the film, they become less frequent.
The inconsistency irked me.
Second, the group’s trip to Los
Angeles, the most exciting of their
travels, felt too hurried, which
was unfortunate considering that
this destination provided the
movie with the most humor and
character development.
Third, it is unclear as to what era
the movie is set in. They do not
have cell phones, but the costuming
suggests it is set in modern times.
PHOTO COURTESY OF LIONSGATE STUDIOS
In all, the movie seemed to rely too
heavily on its big-name cast members,
allowing character development and
plot to fall to the wayside. However,
it was entertaining, it made me laugh
and it kept me wondering what was
going to happen next. What more
could you want from a movie?
Despite the average one-star review
on Rotten Tomatoes, and some
faults with the plot, “Mortdecai” is a
fairly enjoyable movie. It isn’t worth
watching over and over again, but
the comedy, suspense and mystery
make the movie at least worth its
running time.
























Twin Peaks Chess Night
@ Arabica Lounge, 7pm
THEATRE:
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SU WOMEN’S BASKETBALL DEMOLISHES UKMC
Ghaucer Larson
Staff Writer
Seattle University womens basketball
shrugged off the Kansas City Roos,
60-46 Saturday evening. A strong in-
side presence backed by rebounding
on both sides of the ball allowed the
Redhawks to maintain a firm grip on
the game.
University of Missouri-Kansas City
had a strong start to the game, with
Callie White and Samantha Waldron
setting the pace on the perimeter.
White and Waldron each finished
with four assists each, often finding
Grace Mitchell in the post. Mitchell
led all scorers with 16 points.
However, Seattle Us consistent re-
bounding allowed them to get sec-
ond chances offensively, and quell the
UMKC attack. Wilma Afungo led the
way in the paint for Seattle U, who
Freshman Crystal Allen.
SPORTS
finished with a game high-nine re-
bounds. Seattle U converted 16 sec-
ond chance points, compared to just
five for the Roos.
Seattle U head coach Joan Bonvicini
stressed the importance of winning
home games, especially against con-
ference opponents. “This was the first
sweep we’ve had all year, and it’s really
important because these are confer-
ence games. It’s the first time we’re
over .500 [in conference play].”
Seattle U used a strong run at the
end of the first half to push ahead of
UMKC, who lead early on. By half-
time the score was 36-23, with Se-
attle having shot 44 percent from the
field. Seattle U was successful with
getting the ball inside to Afungo and
Taelor Ross, who combined for 20 of
the Redhawks’ 42 points in the paint.
UMKC struggled to cope with Seattle
U’s rebounding and finished with only
Wilma Afunugo shootsfor a basket.
24 inside points.
Bonvicini also noted that her team
workedboth sides of the ball well.
“We did a really good job defen-
sively, we produced a lot of turnovers
and we were able to capitalize on
those turnovers by going both inside
and outside.”
Seattle U’s form took a dip early in
the second half, allowing UMKC to
get within five points. However, that
was the closest they would come for
the rest of the night. Bonvicini was full
of praise for her squad’s mentality and
ability to hold on to a lead.
“It’s the first time all year when
people have made a run like that we
stopped, refocused, and then went
back and finished the game strong.”
With another home game coming
on Jan. 31 against' Bakersfield, Se-
attle U hopes to take the momentum
from this conference win and move
JESSIE KOON • THE SPECTATOR
Freshman Jazmine Johnson joined Seattle University’s
team this year as a point guard.
up the Western Athletic Conference
standings. With this victory the Red-
hawks tied with Bakersfield for third
place. To continue the progress made
against UMKC, Bonvicini felt that
her team needed to take more high
percentage shots.
“We need to get our field goal per-
centage up, but I do like our rebounds,
and I do like how we are taking care
of the ball.”
Seattle U finished the game with
only twelve turnovers, compared to
UMKC’s 21
After facing Bakersfield next week,
Seattle U will finish the season with
five of their final seven games on
the road.
Chaucermay be reached at
clarson@su-spectator.com
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Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
After a long NFL season, the Su-
per Bowl is finally here. Both of the
number one seeds from each confer-
ence have made it to the big show in
Arizona, and it looks to be a fantastic
matchup all across the board. This
Sunday, the Seattle Seahawks will be
looking for a repeat championship
against the New England Patriots in
Super Bowl XLIX.
HOW THE SEAHAWKS GOT HERE:
The road to a repeat championship is
difficult. In fact, no team has done it
since the ’03-’04 Patriots. However,
the Seahawks looked poised to pull
off the feat, as they have lost hardly
any players from their number one
ranked defence.
With a dominant win over the Pack-
ers in week one, it looked like Seattle
would once again be a dominant
force. But then suddenly the team
found themselves at a mediocre 3-3
record. Percy Harvin was traded away
as drama seemed to be all around the
locker room due to clashing personal-
ities. Reports even surfaced that some
teammates questioned Russell Wil-
son’s blackness. Nothing seemed to be
going right. It seemed like the team
had lost its unity.
After a loss to Kansas City brought
them to a 6-4 record, things changed.
Seattle went on to win the rest of their
games, including five against division
opponents, to finishwith a 12-4 record
and home field advantage throughout
the playoffs.
After defeating Carolina in the di-
visional round, the Seahawks played
a game for the ages against the Green
Bay Packers in the NFC Champion-
20 SPORTS
ship. It looked like the Packers would
win, but in the last few minutes Se-
attle overcame amazing odds for their
chance at a second Lombardi trophy.
HOW THE PATRIOTS GOT HERE:
For the past decade and a half, the
New England Patriots have been one
of the best teams in the league. In fact,
they are the most recent dynasty hav-
ing won Super Bowls in the ’01, ’03
and ’04 seasons. Since their last Super
Bowl victory, the Patriots have made
it to two other Super Bowls and lost
both to the New York Giants. In 2007,
they had a chance at becoming the
first 19-0 team in history before fall-
ing in the big game.
This year, New England had a fairly
slow start with a 2-2 record following
a blow-out loss to Kansas City. People
even began to question whether Tom
Brady was still capable of playing at
the hall-of-fame level he’s occupied
most of his career.
But then the team got it figured out
as they went on to win the next seven
games before a close loss to the Green
Bay Packers. The Patriots continued
their AFC East division supremacy
as they finished with a 12-4 record
and home field advantage throughout
the playoffs.
The Patriots’ first playoff game was
against the Baltimore Ravens, , a team
that has always played the hard in
the playoffs. It ended up being an ex-
tremely close game that went all the
way to the final play. Then they handi-
ly defeated the Indianapolis Colts with
a blowout 45-7 victory to earn their
spot in the Super Bowl. This will be
the sixth Super Bowl that Tom Brady
and Bill Belichik have taken part in,
an NFL record for a quarterback and
coach duo.
PREVIOUS MATCHUP:
The last time these two teams faced
offwas backin 2012 —Russell Wilson’s
rookie year. It was this game that truly
identified the Seattle Seahawks as a
legitimate contender and made Rich-
ard Sherman’s name known to the rest
of the country when he got in Tom
Brady’s face after the game.
Trailing 23-10 in the fourth quar-
ter, Wilson led the Seahawks to a
come-from-behind victory with two
touchdown drives. An amazing pass
to Sidney Rice gave Seattle a 24-23
lead, and they never lookedback. Tom
Brady was intercepted by both Earl
Thomas and Richard Sherman during
the game.
OTHER THINGS TO CONSIDER:
—Before Bill Belichik was hired as the
head coach for New England, the Pa-
triots were coached by Pete Carroll.
Several years later, Carroll will get the
chance to play his former team in the
biggest game of the year.
—Russell Wilson has built up an
amazing resume through his first
three years in the NFL and already
has the chance to get his second Su-
per Bowl ring. But one thing that not
many people realize is that Wilson is
undefeated against Super Bowl win-
ning quarterbacks. He is aperfect 10-0
combined against Aaron Rodgers,
Peyton Manning, Eli Manning, Drew
Brees, and Tom Brady.
—The Patriots have once again been
accused of cheating with what is be-
ing called “DeflateGate”. The Patriots
were previously accused of cheating
when they allegedly spied on their op-
ponents practices before Super Bowl
XXXVI. Their last endeavor included
deflating 11 out of 12 footballs so that
they had an even higher likelihood of
destroying the Colts last week.
PREDICTION:
Seahawks 24 \ Patriots 17
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FOLLOW-UP WITH STEPHANIE VERDOIA
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
On Jan. 16, Stephanie Verdoiabecame
the first female athlete from Seattle
University to be drafted into a profes-
sional sports league since 1980. Ver-
doia traveled to Philadelphia to take
part in the National Womens Soccer
League draft where she was picked by
the Boston Breakers.
“The whole weekend was kind of a
whirlwind of emotion because I didn’t
know what was going to happen,” said
Verdoia. “Then that happened and
I was getting so many calls and texts
from wonderful people reaching out
to me. It was pretty overwhelming.”
Along with being drafted, Verdoia
achieved another accomplishment:
winning the award for Womens
TIME OUT SESSIONS W/VAN MAREN AND MOLINE
Harrison Bucher
StaffWriter
Senior Caroline Van Maren has
been swimming since she was seven
years old.
“I didn’t love it at first and my par-
ents made me do it,” Van Maren said.
“But I really got into it because I loved
competing. It was fun to do and I was
decent at it.”
Senior Kyle Moline has been swim-
ming since he was five years old.
“Funny thing is I’m a twin and my
twin brother started swimming for
our summer club and I just sat and
watched every day,” said Moline. “It
got to the last week of the season and
I thought ‘I want to try this’ so I got
in for the last week and haven’t gotten
out of the water since.”
Both Van Maren and Moline have
had fairly similar paths through Se-
attle U as both are accounting majors
and both have competed on the swim
team all four years.
This summer, Van Maren will have
an internship with Ernst 8c Young
while Moline interns with Pricewa-
terhouseCoopers. They both plan on
Sports Star of the Year at the Seattle
Sports Star of the Year event at Bena-
roya Hall. She was in great company
with other athletes such as the Se-
ahawks’ Earl Thomas won Male Sports
Star of the Year, and Seattle U alum
Elgin Baylor took home the lifetime
achievement award.
At the event, there was a meeting
among the athletic symbols of Seattle
U’s past and present.
“[Baylor] obviously is an incredible
Seattle U alum so it was great meet-
ing him and understanding the im-
pact you can have on the school and
the legacy you can hold for things
through athletics,” Verdoia said. “Even
though I’m nowhere near the type of
athlete he is, knowing you can have a
positive impact through athletics is re-
ally nice to see.”
coming backto Seattle U for one more
year to earn their masters degrees in
accounting. However, swimming is
not in their immediate futures.
“I’ve smelled like chlorine for 10
years,” Moline said. “It’s time for
something different, but it’s definitely
something I’ll come back to.”
Van Maren and Moline actually
swam together before they came to
Seattle U. As a matter of fact, they
swam for rival high schools in the area
and even competed on the same club
team for a couple years. They started
dating during their junior year of
high school.
“He asked me to TOLO [a high
school dance] and our first date was
to Chipotle,” Van Maren said.
Fast forward a few years to this past
October, on a beautiful night atop the
Space Needle. It was then that Moline
proposed on the observation deck as
they gazed upon the Seattle skyline.
The two swimmers plan on getting
married this September.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
Verdoia will graduate at the end
of this quarter and will be reporting
to pre-season camp for the Boston
Breakers at the beginning of March.
There she will train to try and earn a
spot on the team.
“Within a month I will figure out if
I’m going to be fully contracted, put
on the amateur list or get traded to an-
other team,” Verdoia said. “It’s all kind
of up in the air.”
Verdoia has accomplished so much
at Seattle University, and we from the
Spectator wish her the absolute best,
wherevershe ends up.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
AUDREY MALLINAK • THE SPECTATOR
Swimmers Kyle Moline and Caroline Van Maren are finishing theirfourth year
ofswimmingat Seattle University, the two are engaged to be married in thefall.
CAROLINE:
FAVORITE ATHLETE: Seahawk Rus-
sell Wilson
FAVORITE SWIM EVENT: 100m
breaststroke
FAVORITE TV SHOW: House of Cards
JANUARY 28. 2015 '
TAYLOR DE LEVEAGA • THE SPECTATOR
KYLE:
FAVORITE ATHLETE: Swim-
mer Nathan Adrian and Seahawk
Kam Chancellor
FAVORITE SWIM EVENT: 100mbutterfly




To many, protests are inconvenient. Theydisrupt order and shut things down. But
this is exactly theirpurpose. They pull in local and sometimes national attention.
They raise the voices of those who are normally silenced.
The night of the Ferguson grand jury decision was my first experience at a
protest. Since that night, I have been an active participant and organizer in anti-
police brutality and the BlackLives Matter movement. I have been pepper sprayed
and tear-gassed. I havebeen rammed into by cops on bikes. I have seen organizers
being snatched and arrested while dispersing. I originally took to the streets in
solidarity with Ferguson and Michael Brown, but continued to protest due to
the personal experience ofbrutality by the hands ofSeattle Police Department.
The efforts ofthese protests have started conversations in Seattle City Council
regarding the use ofbrutality by the SPD and the racial disparities that oftentimes
corrupt the fair and impartial distribution of justice in our city. Despite the
trauma that results from these protests, it is important to fight on. By causing a
disruption, we call the attention ofthe general public as well as lawmakers. Yes,
protesting is both exhausting and traumatizing—but it forces those in power
to answer uncomfortable but necessary questions. By continuing to pressure
lawmakers through aggressively non-violent direct action, our hope is that they
will muster the political will to affect change and serve justice.
Courtney Decker
StaffDesigner
The Spectator editorial board consists ofCaroline Ferguson, Bianca Sewake, Mason Bryan, Alaina Bever, Maggie Molloy, Emily Hedberg, Collin Overbay, Nicole Schlaeppi, and Alyssa Brandt. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions
ofthe authors and not necessarily thoseo/The Spectator. The views expressedin these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
“Equal pay for women!”
Mackenzie Reed, Freshman
WHAT WOULD YOU PROTEST FOR?`
mummm
“Unfair treatment of people and animals.”
Mari Onoye, Freshman
OLPINING
POPE’S MEETING A STEP
IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
During my first year at Seattle University, an acquaintance expressed his horror
upon seeing a transgender person on campus, derisively referring to the individual
as “it.” I was shocked to encounter such narrow-mindedness at a liberal institution
like Seattle U, and could not help but reply to his hateful remarks with anger.
While usuallyoptimistic aboutchanging opinionswithin the Catholiccommunity
about LGBTQ issues, this encounter left me momentarily disheartened, and I have
thought about it often since. Resources on campus to promote acceptance such
as the Triangle Club and Office of Multicultural Affairs, as well as Pope Francis’
progressivism,continue to give me hope despite this negative experience. One
such action was Pope Francis’ private meeting with transgender man Diego Neria
Lejarraga last weekend.
Lejarraga, a practicing Catholic, underwent sex reassignment surgery eight
months ago. His local parish ostracized him and called him the “daughter of the
devil.” Lejarraga wrote to the pope describing howhe had felt marginalized, and
the Pope invited Lejarraga and his fiancee to a private meeting in Santa Marta.
While details about the meeting were not released, Lejarraga said that it was
“wonderful, intimate, unique experience,” and that he is now “finally in peace.”
I am proud of Pope Francis and proud to be at a place where trans voices are
heard on campus. The transcommunity is too oftenrendered invisible, too often
subjected to hate crimes and too often left feeling like there is no hope. While I
cannot hope to change my formeracquaintance’s opinion, Pope Francis’ meeting
with Lejarraga marks an important milestone in the ongoing shift for justice of





“Something about women’s rights. Equal
pay for all sustainable manufacturing.”
Coley Santiago, Senior




Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
Q So I’m afreshman at SU and I’ve never been really good at* makingfriends. I’m from the area and I do keep in touch
with somefriendsfrom high school and such but I’d be nice
to meet people atSU. I’m kind ofa quietperson andI don’t mind hang-
ing out by myself most of the time but sometimes I get a little lonely.
Any suggestions?
A Hello! It’s awesome to hear that you enjoy hanging out
with
• yourself because that is so important! I infer by how you de-
• scribe your social behavior that perhaps you weren’t lonely and
part ofthe frantic attempt to make friends when all of the get-to-know-the-
other-new-students events were going down at the beginning of the year.
By winter term, a lot of folks already have pretty secure friend groups and
that can totally lead to feeling isolated if you’re trying to find compatible
peers. Lucky for you, there are still a plethora of activities and clubs and
sports and events to meet people. Great things about these sorts of activi-
ties is that there is something that the group is doing toachieve a common
by Emily August
objective and so you’ll alwayshave something to talk about. There are clubs
to get people from different cultures and backgrounds together (OMA is
fantastic and for everybody - 3rd floor of the SC), different interests (from
swing dancing to social justice), intramural and club for team sports, OAR
for outdoor activities, etc. Go to events on campus that interest you - even
just bybeing around you’ll start to see more people that you recognize, find
more opportunities to be integrated into the school community, and feel
more at home. Additionally, there are about a million differentprograms
that SU has partnerships with where you can volunteer with your peers
in the Seattle community—check out the Center for Service and Com-
munity Engagement. Try to reduce any anxieties in starting conversations
with people and work on being open to surprises, maintaining a pleasant
curiosity, and a smile. Ask questions and be receptive. Form study groups
with people from your tough classes, hang out with your roommates and
meet their friends. Take advantage of dorm life and all ofthe potential buds
you have on every single side ofyou. Also, I know personally that the GAs
are thrilled when their small groupies wanna hang out (I just had coffee
With a then-new-student-now-a-sophomore last week!), and the chances
that your OA will introduce you to everyone around them is pretty high.
But like romantic relationships, good friendships are not something you
should settle about and being around toxic people is worse than not having
friends. Prioritize you and your self-carealways.
Go Hawks!
Emily
Visit guidance-counselor.tumblr.com to submit a question.






Come to our graduate programs
OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday I January 27, 2015 I 4:30-7 p.m. I SPU Campus
Discover how a graduate degree can boost your career
opportunities. SPU offers exceptional academics, small
class sizes, and programs designed to fit your life.
spu.edu/GradOpenHouse











12:30PM HOMECOMING COURT ANNOUNCEMENT,
STUDENT CENTER HEARTH




HOMECOMING TAILGATE AND PARADE,
LOWER MALL
REDFEST CELEBRATION, NORTH COURT






LABOR OF LOVE SERVICE DAY
PRE-GAME RALLY, KEYARENA
MEN’S BASKETBALL VS. UTAH VALLEY,
KEYARENA
SEATTLEU.EDU/HOMECOMING
#SUHOMECOMING
